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Outdoor Dog
I’m a filter and a sponge, learning what to filter through and what to soak up. Sculpture,
Video and Painting have become tools for mediating a hyperactive society fetishizing sensory
overload. In looking for a silence that’s physical, the numbness of experiencing everything and
nothing became a way in, out of the studio and into the city streets. New York City has been my
home for the last three years; naturally its visual noise became my opponent.
Weather permitting; I was always content when we had a job painting the exteriors of
homes. We are outdoor dogs. I have worked on and off for my father’s house painting company
much of my adult life. Painting the interior of a client’s home meant occupying their space,
entering their collective anxiety inherent in renovation. On a ladder, in the air, forty feet up, on
the peak of a side of a home, there is a stillness that allowed my mind to wander past the
humdrum actions of scraping, sanding and painting. Through the branches my eyes bounced over
the shadows on shingled roofs. I seek this same meditative space in art making, to observe the
periphery of my environment and locate my relationship to the periphery through my body’s
reconstitution of a felt materiality.
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Figure 1 Photographs of two views from a ladder while painting a house, photographs taken by author. May 2015.

I am searching for an art practice that is open in its structure to allow for a constantly
movable approach. Collage and assemblage have served as a device to give myself permissions
to cut, cancel out, tear, break and rip. It has given me permission to have a constantly
discoverable image, editing as moving forward. It has given me permission to treat painting as
collage. The desire to make, destroy and reform allows for my body to be fully present in the
studio. I am interested in how the bodily engagement with materials can transfer as readable
work that parallels the image or form. The endurance and labor involved in building my work
has a traceable sensory transference through its observable and experiential formal engagements.
I believe that both embedded labor and materiality in form can reflect and refract the abject
physical landscape of objects built to perform a function in society, that evidence of process in
art can transform our understanding of functional objects power. I carry with me my workingclass personal history and embed these inherited sensibilities and history into an abstract
language of discoverable form.
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Building Sculpture/Painted Houses
My commitment with materials-as-vehicle-for-subject comes in part from my history
working as a house painter. Both materials used in renovation and home décor became tropes to
embed in material language alongside tropes of exhibition display, sculpture and painting. My
everyday task of repairing and refinishing presented a problem psychologically, I had to imagine
a potential parallel space for materials used in home improvement in sculpture and painting.
My subconscious aim for my past work was to position taxonomic slippage between said tropes.
My overt intention was to display the social aesthetic field that was inherent in my daily life and
thus inherent in my sculptural sensibilities. Living with the excess material of renovating other’s
homes, in my home, led me to manipulate construction materials and home décor products into
fragmented installations. I was subverting the materials’ use-value to claim space in the art world
by way of the world and work of physical labor. The genealogies of these categories were
juxtaposed against each other, either in installation of various works, in the context of an
exhibition, or in stand-alone installations.
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Figure 2 Jordan Stohl, Untitled (Sacrifice), 2015. Wood, rope, candles, resin, acrylic paint, rubber glove. Installation view from
"Objects Talking", Detroit, MI, September 2015
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Figure 3 Jordan Stohl, Installation view from "Objects Talking", Detroit, MI, September 2015.

Studio/Studio
I continued to make sculpture and worked in video my first two years of my graduate
studies. A painting practice developed simultaneously but slower, as a separate body of work. I
divided the mediums to find a way to put them back together, embraced fragmentation, and
mined the two bodies of work to confront my personal history, overtly through narration in video
and embodied through materials and process in sculpture.
In my installation during Fall, 2018, I was interested in collapsing methods of making
sculpture so that the work appeared as both as a document and physically present object. I was
interested in a display of the studio, presenting an archive of process. The fragmented mode of
address in the installation design and transitory quality of the sculpture’s material juxtapositions
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presented an issue of legibility in how the formal language of each work operated together in a
room.
The video work untitled 2018 served as an anchor for the unfinished editing on display. It
narrated a self-critique and documented impermanence. I used a recording of my “parental”
voice shaming a sculpture made from a roll of paper that collapsed with gravity. The paper’s
movement recorded in video was the byproduct of me physically pushing the paper sculpture in
the corner. The voice over, the recorded shaming text, was directed at the object but projected
into the room. The dysfunctional family of sculptures was representative of ways of making that
felt earnest but effectively aggressive and sterile.
The installation performed a self-critique of making that felt shallow and readable. I was
acting on the objects to create a psychological space. The collage method, which has always
been my sensibility, was apparent but the narrative positioned a display of genealogies. There
was no place for discovery; mystery was taken off the table. I needed a structure that was stable
to move within; by working against and within painting, I was able to focus my mimetic energy.
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Figure 4 Jordan Stohl, Installation view from "Untitled", NY, NY, March 2018.
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Figure 5 Jordan Stohl, Untitled. Single channel Video, Looped 1:38. Installation view from "Untitled", NY, NY, March 2018.

Antagonistic Color
Working in sculpture prior to coming to New York City, the use of painting as a
compositional unifying device was central to my working method. The color was coded by way
of the material’s use value in the real world. The color inherent to a material used for a sculpture
or painted marks on and over a material became a method to author multiple genealogies, those
of manufactured objects and those painted objects. It seems urgent to consider how these
sculptures worked in relationship to geologies of painting, as this is the trajectory of my current
work. Here in Amy Sillman’s essay on John Chamberlain she describes the haptic painterly
sensibility in much of Chamberlin’s sculpture.
Chamberlains are more compositional than constructional. These forms are arrived at
through a series of gestural decisions made with swatches of metal. The question of how
11

they were made, fitted together, or attached, or where the materials were torn from to
begin with, are oblique. There are little hints, of course, that they were once cars or
appliances, found or chosen from scrap metal yards, but mostly in the end the metal they
are made of is rendered as strokes or patches of color, just like in a painting, strokes that
register time and change and motion and flux as a painterly painting does. In this way,
they’re performative sculptures, overtly performing their own process, materiality, and
trajectories.1
The performative is made concrete and relatable through the raw materials, used or not,
genealogical history. Each history is revealed with equal force, Chamberlain renders form and
pictures color simultaneously, the manipulated metal is solidified in space through color
juxtapositions. The point of view becomes a universal understanding of literal and figurative
material weight. Our sensory engagement with the speed of vehicles in life is transformed
through the formal recoding of time in his static sculptures; I would argue they perform empathy
for our physical relationship to industry’s persistent progress. They slow down and talk back.

Figure 6 John Chamberlin. Untitled, 1961. Painted tin-plated steel. 12.7 x 10.2 x 8.9 cm. Private collection, courtesy Anthony
Meier Fine Arts, San Francisco. Copyright 2012 John Chamberlain/Artists Rights Society (ARS), New York.
http://web.guggenheim.org/exhibitions/chamberlain/#untitled-1961-64

1 Sillman, A. (2012, May). PDF. https://www.amysillman.com/uploads_amy/pdfs/c9d89ee3.pdf pp. 36
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Chamberlain’s color is both declarative and felt. It subverts the expectations of sculpture
through embracing the readymade as first color source. In embracing the readymade color of
product design and its ubiquity, he places his expressive leanings in the vulgar world of industry.
They are brash and unapologetic. Sillman expands on Chamberlain’s relationship to painting.
By the ’60s Chamberlain had moved away from the language of the scrap metal yard, and
started to engage specifically with painterly color, combinations of color, saturated
color—color used not just as a surface treatment, but as the palpable material that you
mold and crush to make a form. This assertion of color as a primary force rather than a
secondary one is what makes Chamberlain a painter as much as a sculptor. Chamberlain’s
color is second to none: neither second to volume, nor form, nor drawing, nor structure,
nor part of a semiotic system in which the color merely signifies.2
Chamberlin participates with color as sensibility and communion with culture. This
understanding that sensibility is a tool and meaning is discoverable by your sensory engagement
with the world freed me to pursue painting as a vehicle. Given my sensibility, I enlisted painting
as a mediator of anxiety.

Wall Skin
The Wall Skin series marks my investment in pursuing painting. The series consists of
four, six by nine-foot paintings on un-stretched canvas stapled to the wall made with acrylic
paint, enamel paint, spray paint, ink, and paper. The first of the series was started in 2017 and the
last three started in 2018, the paintings have been worked on intermittently and continue to
evolve continuously and concurrently with each other.
I work the Wall Skin series on the floor and the wall. In the initial stages they are rotated
and worked upside down and sideways. I have an inventory of newsprint paper that is painted,

2 Sillman, A. (2012, May). PDF. https://www.amysillman.com/uploads_amy/pdfs/c9d89ee3.pdf pp.37
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gestured and marked; this serves as one form of a palette, a physical and optical palette. The
compositional structure shifts as layers of paper are glued down and then sanded out, sanded
around, painted over, washed together or glazed over. Treating painting as college in this way
allows me to position marks, gestures and shapes physically in space, when parts are glued and
sanded the painting becomes a compression of physical and mental studio activity. The physical
and fragmented way of working, i.e. multiple surfaces, mediums and tools, itself becomes a tool
to approach a painting sculpturally while maintaining the openness of compositional order. I am
building, tearing down and rebuilding a painting rather than painting it.

Figure 7 Process photographs of Wall Skin 1, 2 and 3 taken by author. March, 2019.
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Through my working method I am able to keep the compositional structure open to the
potential interaction of each process, material and mark. The brushed, rolled, pasted, sprayed and
sanded build a network of form and energy that bridge my working-class relationship to the
history of abstract expressionism and manual labor. In this sense I am depicting an energy and
allowing the material manifestation of paint, canvas and paper to form an indexical relationship
to that depicted energy. The process, image and materials absorb each other, decoding the
process becomes integral to assigning the energy of the forms with value.
This open structure of composing via collage, which some of the abstract expressionists
might call plasticity allows for the emotional weight of fragmentation, in my studio activity,
working life and our culture at large, to be transformed to a gestural and optical engagement with
the material reality of post industrialization. To abstract the anxiety inherent in our new
economy’s, need for persistent production and build an image of my relationship to that reality,
is to own it as language. The labor involved in making my paintings is coded through processes
that points to my personal history while the forms that emerge in the painting speak outward to a
collective landscape of building and decay, development and regression. The hybridization of the
process and image create the relatability of the energy described in the picture plane. Isabelle
Graw, in her essay, The Value of Liveliness, states:
Painting’s capacity to appear particularly saturated with the life- and labor time of its
author, while remaining distinct from it, makes it the ideal candidate for value production
in a new economy that is busy absorbing life.3

Graw, I., & Lajer-Burcharth, E. (2016). “The Value of Liveliness Painting as an Index of Agency in the New Economy”
Painting beyond Itself: the Medium in the Post-medium Condition. Berlin: Sternberg Press. pp.101
3
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The use value of this capacity for saturation, or plasticity, for me is maintaining the multiplicity
of references the emergent image suggests while pointedly creating a voice through a defacement
of my own making. The defacement keeps the painting malleable and sculptural, in positioning
the previous layers of paint and paper, or pentimento, with equal visual weight to the forms that
arrive on top and unify an image, I create a nonhierarchical plane of visual information. The
previous layers are obscured but felt through compositional necessity. This nonhierarchical plane
allows me to position the everyday humdrum reality of laborer’s work against the potential for
communion with the sublime inherent in the advent of abstraction. In using additive and
subtractive process I am compressing the hand of the laborer and the hand of the artist, gesture
and erasure carry equal visual weight to paper and paint. In the end the form is hard won-the
struggle is documented. Process is a way to confront the seamlessness of industrial production by
showing a working-class ethic for labor. The process is openly positioned to allow space to
reconsider the whole painting after each layer is added or subtracted, to allow me to form with it.

Thesis/Conclusion
In my thesis project I extended my interest in a compression of processes that build an
overarching image only identifiable by all of the processes read together. The three 85” by 105”
paintings all begin with a printed gesture, a giant monoprint transferred from a plastic sheet. I am
drawing with paint looking down, walking on top of the forms, and looking at the composition
from all four sides. This is an index of my movement and serves as a blueprint to further act on.
In the preceding layers, the performative stack, whether: stained, stenciled marks, charcoal
drawing, pasted paper, gestured paint or removing with sandpaper or a rag, is less in opposition
to each other and more a unifying tool to record the specificity of time to each processes
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application. The compositional ordering of each process is layered over each other and forms a
reverberation optically and, because of scale, physically. Each painting has their own
reverberation and a second reverberation together. The reverberation not only comes from the
indexical stack of process and materials, but also from compositional devices and color. The
straight edge bands of form elicit a fanlike structure that reinforces the local mark making in
each composition and the three together. The raw stretched canvas edges frame the bodily
composition energy and position the object-ness of the stretched canvas against that observed
memory of making. The revealing of the indexicality is conceptually and personally motivated.
Isabelle Graw, in her essay, The Value of Liveliness, expands on the implications of
painting’s current medium specificity.
Painting is, in other words, a highly differentiated language that consists of a number of
techniques, methods and artifices, which allow for the fabrication of the impression of the
author’s quasi-presence as an effect.4
The presence in my work is an compression of energy that is documented and made valuable
within it’s internal structure positioned against the sensory potential of those forms to elicit
references of structures bigger than the forms reveal themselves to be.

Graw, I., & Lajer-Burcharth, E. (2016). “The Value of Liveliness Painting as an Index of Agency in the New Economy”
Painting beyond Itself: the Medium in the Post-medium Condition. Berlin: Sternberg Press. pp.93
4
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Jordan Stohl, leap year, 2019, newsprint, acrylic, oil and charcoal on canvas.
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Jordan Stohl, All signs point two, 2019, acrylic and charcoal on canvas.
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Jordan Stohl, Over/Under, 2019, newsprint, acrylic, oil and charcoal on canvas.
105”h x 85”w
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Jordan Stohl, Untitled, 2019, 2 CRT Monitors, single channel video (looped).
36”h x 24”w x 24”d
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Installation View left to right- leap year, All signs point two, Over/Under.
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